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COMMUNICATIONpower perhaps than the work as a whole There
n 1

is a breezy outotd- oor atmosphere pervading
some parts of the volume which contrasts

very favorably with the reeking air of too many
of the novels printed on this side of the ocean
as well as across the water While not much
can be said for the matter of the volume a more
unstinted praise can he bestowed upon the work
of the publishers The illustrations are excel-

lent and present a pleasing contrast to the mis-

erable wood cuts which deface too many of our
books both poetry and prose notably Harper
edition of George Eliots novels

Although much has been said and much
written during the past year about the color line
in Oberlin we venture a few remarks upon the
subject as viewed by those negro students who
love their Alma Mater and revere her princi-
ples

We think that the faculty as a whole main-

tain the same principles upon which the insti-

tution was founded fifty years airo
Oberlins position toward the poor student is

hardly the same Formerly the college was be-

nevolently dismissed during the winter when
the students expenses were higher and he was
enabled to earn money for his support during
the remainder of the school year

It is to a great extent a different class of stu-

dents and a different class of people which have

made the color line more distinct But what-

ever its cause if it continues as the old irofes

We have before us also The Problem of the
Poor by the same author as Green Apple
Boughs1 We are glad to say that of this work
we are able to form a much more favorable esti-
mate than of the other The country is flooded
with works of fiction and we can easily dispense
with mediocre works in this line but an earnest
attempt to solve the problems inevitably sug-
gested by the condition of the poor cannot be
superfluous The question what is to become
of the masses is the most important which
modern civilization has to solve It is more im-
portant than the temperance question more
important than civil service reform because it is
infinitely more difficult of solution than either
While the present work is no solution to the
problem as no single work can be expected to
be- yet it attacks the subject in the proper
spirit and is full of excellent thoughts and hints
on the matter The problem is stated and treat-
ed in a concrete way throughout the book-
largely consisting of an account of personal
labors and efforts as well as particular methods
and remedies Indeed the work is more tlnn
half story and calculated to amuse those who
read it for no higher reason Never was valu-
able matter more entertainingly put Indus

sow pass away and new ones take their place
who can tell to what it may lead

The Review apprehended some clanger of

such a feeling extending to the class room We

see nothing to prevent it if there is any ap-

pearance of such a feeling among teachers And

we are constrained to say that that there must
be for otherwise what prompted one of the pro-

fessors to object to a white and colored student
rooming together when each of the students
was perfectly satisfied

The assertion that it is the wealthier class of

students who are more prejudiced to color seems

to us false Wealth is generally supposed to

bring with it refinement It is certainly not

the refined man or woman who slights a person
on account of race or color Even in the South

during slavery it was a noticeable fact that the

wealthier class were far more humane than the

so- called poor whites A few years ago be-

fore the election of speakers for the Oratorical

Contest some of the students made an agree-

ment not to vote for a man simply because he

was a negro Then the wealthy and more re-

fined students were those who vigorously op-

posed such ww unfair cheine and exposed the

trial education seems to the author the most
efficient remedy for the disease of the poor The
book is neatly bound and printed and the low-
price ninety cents places it within easy reach

Hiawatha has boon tranced into Crock and
lishctl in Leipzig

pub
1 plot Let us not then stigmatize the wealthy as

I those who have the least refinement
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Twenty years ago a respectable negro stu-

dent could find board at any private boarding

house in town Can lie now This is the fault

of the students and citizens Hut tlie Ladies

Hall belongs to the Institution It should le
governed by the principles of the Institution It

should be known that those who are in authori-

ty there will maintain those principles at any

hazard Objections similar to those made this

vear have been made before but they have not

liberal Christian Oberlin it is more than we

ever conceived of And we are thankful to say
that through the decision of our President there
is no longer any cause for complaint at the Hall

Although nearly all colleges are now open to

colored students there are supposed to be some

advantages in studying at Oberlin We hope

that these advantages will iucrease as only the

students can increase them and that the day

will soon dawn when it will not require so much

forbearance1 as brotherly love and charity

to tolerate the negroes presence
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been submitted to and the Institution has lost

little or nothing by it
The students are not the ones to rule there

They have a chance to show prejudice outside

in the class room in class elections and in

various little ways Many in the outside world

think that prejudice is a thing unknown in Ober-

lin We know that education is a refining in-

fluence since it is more rarely exhibited among

the higher classes Still it is not altogether the

new students but some who by this time should

have become imbued with the principles of the

place Hut what are we to expect from the

vounger students when a gentleman who is now

a theologue refused to sit beside a colored man

in the church choir In fact we have heard

from good authority that a theologue complain-

ed to the matron because a colored student sat

at his table He will probably go to Africa

soon to teach the heathen
It is true that the faculty cannot change each

students heart but thev can demand that this

principle of the Institution shall be carried out

in the Ladies Hall at least this principle

which requires that men of all nations on an

equal footing regardless of color shall receive

an education here What other race would be

requested to eat at the same table on account of

their nationality We doubt if under such cir-

cumstances Irish or German students would ask-

to sit together us that disgusting article in the

Xews claimed However that may be there is

some difference in being granted a privilege to

do something and in being compelled to do it at

least for so slight a cause as having a dark skin

We expect to endure some slights here to

meet some prejudice but when it comes to a

separate table at the Ladies Hoarding Hall in
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